Overview
Current burial practices negatively impact our natural environment. Furthermore, by separating the dead away from vital city centers, we cut off awareness of our own mortality. Learn how our profession can lead the way towards re-imagining our relationship with death and give life to new green public space.

Learning Objectives:
- Explore how other cultures honor and remember death as well as the history of burial grounds in the U.S. and the role landscape architects have played.
- Learn alternative burial methods including benefits, challenges, and opportunities, and become familiar with the Green Burial Council Cemetery Certification Standards.
- Discuss the importance of creating sacred spaces for collective emotional release in the public realm.
- Understand how green cemeteries can become public spaces for celebrating the cycle of life.

Notes:
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Session Outline
1.0 Introduction (Maria Landoni de Rose, 10 minutes)
1.1 Introduction to the session topic and panelists
1.2 Brief historical overview of cemeteries in the US and relationship with Landscape Architecture
1.3 Review learning objectives and session outline

2.0 History and Tradition: Sacred Spaces and Mourning (Patricia Algar, 15 minutes)
2.1 Traditional cultures: honoring ancestors
2.2 Present approaches to grieving and mourning
2.3 The potential of incorporating sacred spaces into the urban fabric
2.4 The role of landscape architects connecting life cycles into the civic space

3.0 Philosophy and Design (Karla Maria Rothstein, 15 minutes)
3.1 Columbia University: Death Lab
3.2 A changing paradigm in human burial: challenges and opportunities
3.3 Shifting social values and approaches to death and burial
3.4 Designing the civic-sacred

4.0 Case Study: Fernwood Cemetery and Hollywood Forever (Cindy Barath, 15 minutes)
4.1 Land acquisition and master plan
4.2 Green Cemetery
4.3 Preservation/restoration land and program
4.4 Community engagement and programs (LA cemetery)
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